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Chapter 2 

QUESTIONS 

 1. What is the relationship between a system and an information 

system? 

Ans: A system is a set of related components that work together to 

accomplish some objectives. An information system is a system; 

however, an information system manipulates data rather than a physical 

object. 

 

 2. Provide an example of a system that is not an information system. 

Ans: Students' answers may vary.  An example might be:  An ecology 

system. 

  

3. For an information system of which you are aware, describe some of 

the components (input data, output data, people, software, hardware, 

and procedures). 

Ans: Students' responses will vary.  However, the question is looking 

for the following type of response:  Input data is used in the processes of 

the system. Output data is produced by the system. People interact with 

the system. Software implements and supports the processes. Hardware 

is the equipment used in the system. Procedures are steps in the process. 

An example system is a hospital billing system. Important inputs to the 

system are patient admittances, patient resources consumed during a 

hospital stay, third party (insurance and government) policies, patient 

checkouts, and payments. Important outputs are bills to consumers and 

third party payers.  

 

 4. Briefly describe some of the kinds of data in the database for the 

information system in question 3. 

Ans: Students' responses will vary.  However, the following is an 

example:  Input data is used in the database to produce output. For 

example, the database contains data about patients, hospital resources 

and services, policies of third party providers, bills prepared, payments 

received, and hospital stays. 
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 5. Describe the phases of the waterfall model. 

Ans: The phases of the waterfall model are the traditional systems 

development life cycle. The result of each phase flows to the next phase. 

The following items describe the activities in each phase: 

- Preliminary Investigation phase: Produces a problem statement 

and feasibility study. 

- Systems analysis phase: Produces requirements describing 

processes, data, and environment interactions. 

- Systems design phase: Produces a plan to efficiently Implement 

the requirements. 

- Systems Implementation phase: Produces executable code, 

databases, and user documentation. 

- Maintenance phase: Produces corrections, changes, and 

enhancements to an operating information system. 

 

 6. Why is the waterfall model considered only a reference framework? 

Ans: Because the particular phases are not standard. For most systems, 

the boundary between phases is blurred and there is considerable 

backtracking between phases.  

 

7. What are the shortcomings in the waterfall model? 

Ans: The traditional life cycle has been criticized for several reasons. 

First, an operating system is not produced until late in the process. By 

the time a system is operational, the requirements already have changed. 

Second, there is often a rush to begin implementation so that a product 

is visible. In this rush, appropriate time may not be devoted to analysis 

and design.  

 

8. What alternative methodologies have been proposed to alleviate the 

difficulties of the waterfall model? 

Ans: A number of alternative methodologies have been proposed to 

alleviate these difficulties. In spiral development methodologies, the 

life-cycle phases are performed for subsets of a system, progressively 

producing a larger system until the complete system emerges. Rapid 

application development methodologies delay producing design 

documents until requirements are clear. Scaled-down versions of a 

system known as prototypes are used to clarify requirements.  
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9. What is the relationship of the database development process to the 

information systems development process? 

Ans: The database development process is an important part of the 

information systems development process. The database development 

process produces the data model that specifies the operational database 

for the information system. The data model is usually the most 

important artifact for an information system. 

 

10. What is a data model? Process model? Environment interaction 

model? 

Ans: The data model describes the kinds of data and relationships. The 

process model describes relationships among processes. The 

environment interaction model describes relationships between events 

and processes. In many information systems development efforts, the 

data model is the most important.  For business information systems, the 

process and environment interaction models are usually produced after 

the data model. 

 

11. What is the purpose of prototyping in the information systems 

development process? 

Ans: To clarify requirements by using the scaled-down versions of a 

system. Prototyping can reduce the risk of developing an information 

system because it allows earlier and more direct feedback about the 

system. 

 

12. How is a database designer like a politician in establishing a 

common vocabulary? 

Ans: A good politician often finds solutions with which everyone finds 

something to agree or disagree. A good database designer also finds 

similar imperfect solutions. 

 

13. Why should a database designer establish the meaning of data? 

Ans: Because a database contains business rules to support 

organizational policies. Defining business rules is the essence of 

defining the semantics or meaning of the database. 
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14. What factors should a database designer consider when choosing 

database constraints? 

Ans: Selecting appropriate constraint levels may require compromise to 

balance the needs of different groups. Constraints that are too strict may 

force work-around solutions to handle exceptions. In contrast, 

constraints that are too loose may allow incorrect data in a database. 

 

15. Why is data quality important? 

Ans: The importance of data quality is analogous to the importance of 

product quality in manufacturing. Because data are the product of an 

information system, data quality is also important. Poor data quality can 

lead to poor decision making about communicating with customers, 

identifying repeat customers, tracking sales, and resolving customer 

problems. 

 

16. Provide examples of data quality problems according to two 

characteristics mentioned in Section 2.2.3. 

Ans: Students' responses may vary.  However, an example might be:  

The data quality problem on correctness could be that the employee 

mistypes the address of a customer. The timeliness problem could be 

that the store has announced sales in an advertisement, but the store 

database has not updated the price yet. 

 

17. How does a database designer decide on the appropriate level of 

data quality? 

Ans: Achieving adequate data quality may require a cost-benefit trade-

off.  For example, in a grocery store database, the benefits of timely 

price updates are reduced consumer complaints and less loss in fines 

from government agencies.  Achieving data quality can be costly both in 

preventative and monitoring activities.  For example, to improve the 

timeliness and accuracy of price updates, automated data entry may be 

used (preventative activity) as well as sampling the accuracy of the 

prices charged to consumers (monitoring activity). The database 

designer should consider both short-term and long-term effects of data 

quality. 
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18. Why is it important to find an efficient implementation? 

Ans: Because even if the other design goals are met, a slow-performing 

database will not be used.  

 

19. What are the inputs and the outputs of the conceptual data modeling 

phase? 

Ans: The inputs of the conceptual data modeling phase are data 

requirements. The outputs of the conceptual data modeling phase are 

entity relationship diagrams. 

 

20. What are the inputs and the outputs of the logical database design 

phase? 

Ans: The inputs of the logical database design phase are entity 

relationship diagrams. The outputs of the logical database design phase 

are relational database tables. 

 

21. What are the inputs and the outputs of the distributed database 

design phase? 

Ans: The inputs of the distributed database design phase are relational 

database tables. The outputs of the distributed database design phase are 

the distribution schema indicating the location of data and processes. 

 

22. What are the inputs and the outputs of the physical database design 

phase? 

Ans: The inputs of the physical database design phase are the 

distribution schema for each site. The outputs of the physical database 

design phase are the internal schema and the populated database. The 

internal schema indicates index choices, data placement, and other 

decisions. 

 

23. What does it mean to say that the conceptual data modeling phase 

and the logical database design phase are concerned with the 

information content of the database? 

Ans: The conceptual data modeling phase and the logical database 

design phase emphasize the meaning of the database, not an efficient 

representation. The information content involves the entities and 

relationships in the database, not efficiency concerns. The information 

content also involves the representation of the information content on a 

commercial DBMS. 
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24. Why are there two phases (conceptual data modeling and logical 

database design) that involve the information content of the database? 

Ans: Because of the database development process, the first two phases 

are concerned with the information content of the database while the 

last two phases are concerned with efficient implementation. The 

conceptual data modeling phase uses data requirements and produces 

entity relationship diagrams for the conceptual schema and for each 

external schema. The logical database design phase is concerned with 

refinements to the conceptual data model. The refinements preserve the 

information content of the conceptual data model while enabling 

representation on a commercial DBMS. 

 

25. What is the relationship of view design and view integration to 

conceptual data modeling? 

Ans: View design and integration is an approach to managing the 

complexity of large database development efforts. For large databases, 

the conceptual modeling phase is usually modified.  Designing large 

databases is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process often 

involving a team of designers.  In view design, an ERD is constructed 

for each group of users. A view is typically small enough for a single 

person to design. The view integration process merges the views into a 

complete, conceptual schema. 

 

26. What is a soft skill? 

Ans: A soft skill is a qualitative, subjective, and people-oriented skill 

used for conceptual data modeling and logical database design phases. 

 

27. What phases of database development primarily involve soft skills? 

Ans: The conceptual data modeling and logical database design phases 

involve mostly soft skills. As a database designer, you want to generate 

a range of feasible alternatives.  The choice among feasible alternatives 

can be subjective. You should note the assumptions in which each 

feasible alternative is preferred.  The alternative chosen is often 

subjective based on the designer’s assessment of the most reasonable 

assumptions. Conceptual data modeling is especially people-oriented.  

In the role of data modeling, you need to obtain requirements from 

diverse groups of users. 
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28. What is a hard skill? 

Ans: A hard skill is a quantitative, objective, and data intensive skill 

used for distributed database design and physical database design. 

 

29. What phases of database development primarily involve hard skills? 

Ans: Distributed database design and physical database design involve 

mostly hard skills. Background in quantitative disciplines such as 

statistics and operations management can be useful to understand 

mathematical models used in these phases. Many decisions cannot be 

based on objective criteria alone because of uncertainty about database 

usage.  To resolve uncertainty, intensive data analysis can be useful.  

The database designer should collect and analyze data to understand 

patterns of database usage and database performance. 

 

30. What kind of background is appropriate for hard skills? 

Ans: Background in statistics and operations management. 

 

31. Why do large organizations sometimes have different people 

performing design phases dealing with information content and efficient 

implementation? 

Ans: Because of the diverse skills and background knowledge required 

in different phases of database development, the same people will not 

perform both roles in large organizations. 

 

32. Why are CASE tools useful in the database development process? 

Ans: CASE tools can help improve the productivity of information 

systems professionals working on large projects as well as end users 

working on small projects. A number of studies suggest that CASE 

tools facilitate improvements in the early phases of systems 

development leading to lower cost, higher quality, and faster 

implementations. 

 

33. What is the difference between front-end and back-end CASE 

tools? 

Ans: CASE tools often are classified as front-end and back-end tools. 

Front-end CASE tools can help designers diagram, analyze, and 

document models used in the database development process. Back-end 

CASE tools create prototypes and generate code that can be used to 

cross check a database with other components of an information system. 
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34. What kinds of support can a CASE tool provide for drawing a 

database diagram? 

Ans: Most CASE tools provide predefined shapes and connections 

among the shapes.  The connection tools typically allow the shapes to be 

moved but stay connected as though “glued.”  This glue feature provides 

important flexibility because symbols on a diagram typically are 

rearranged many times. For large drawings, CASE tools provide several 

features.  Most CASE tools allow diagrams to span multiple pages.  

Multiple-page drawings can be printed so that the pages can be pasted 

together to make a wall display. Layout can be difficult for large 

drawings.  Some CASE tools try to improve the visual appeal of a 

diagram by performing automatic layout. 

 

35. What kinds of support can a CASE tool provide for documenting a 

database design? 

Ans: Storing various properties of a data model and linking the 

properties to symbols on the diagram, storing text describing 

assumptions, alternatives, and notes, and documenting versions. 

 

36. What kinds of support can a CASE tool provide for analyzing a 

database design? 

Ans: Active assistance to database designers through analysis functions. 

Analysis functions can be provided in each phase of database 

development. In the conceptual data modeling phase, analysis functions 

can reveal conflicts in an ERD.  In the logical database design phase, 

conversion and normalization are common analysis functions. 

Conversion produces a table design from an ERD.  Normalization 

removes redundancy in a table design. In the distributed database design 

and physical database design phases, analysis functions can suggest 

decisions about data location and index selection.  In addition, analysis 

functions for version control can cross database development phases. 

Analysis functions can convert between versions and show a list of 

differences between versions. 
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37. What kinds of support can a CASE tool provide for prototyping? 

Ans: Prototyping tools provide a link between database development 

and application development.  Prototyping tools can be used to create 

forms and reports that use a database.  Because prototyping tools may 

generate code (SQL statements and programming language code), they 

are sometimes known as code generation tools. Prototyping tools are 

often provided as part of a DBMS.  The prototyping tools may feature 

wizards to aid a developer in quickly creating applications that can be 

tested by users. 

 

38. Should you expect to find one software vendor providing a full 

range of functions (drawing, documenting, analyzing, and prototyping) 

for the database development process? Why or why not? 

Ans: Students' responses may vary.  There are a number of CASE tools 

that provide extensive functionality for database development. Each of 

the products in Table 2-2 is a complex product that supports the full 

life-cycle of information systems development. Although the features of 

the products look similar, the quality, the depth, and the breadth of the 

features may vary across products. In addition, most of the products in 

Table 2-2 have several different versions that vary in price and features. 

Most major products are relatively neutral to a particular DBMS even if 

a product is offered by a DBMS vendor.  

 


